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ABSTRACT. An explicit representation of the conjugate of a singular functional
differential operator is given. Some theorems and their corollaries are proven.
i. INTRODUCTION.
In (i) the author, together with L. J. Grimm, studied the solvability of
complex functional differential systems of the form
A(z)y’(z) + B(z)y(z) + C(z)y(%z) + E(z)y’(%z) g(z), (1.1)
in the unit disk. The following Banach spaces provided the framework for their
study. Let D denote the open unit disk and C the unit circle in the complex
plane, and define A to be the Banach space of functions v(z) analytic in D and
P
p times continuously differentiable on DC, with norm
(i)llv(z) ll {maxlv (z) l, 0 < i < p, z e C}.p
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Define A to be the Banach space of n-vector functionsp,n
y(z) (yl(z),y2(z),...,yn(z))T where yk(z) A_, i < k < n, with norm
lly(z) ll n {max llyk(z) llp i < k < n}.
Now let L:AI,n / A0,n be given by
(Ly)(z) A(z)y’(z) + B(z)y(z) + C(z)y(%z) + E(z)y’(%z), (1.2)
where A,B,C, and E are nn matrices of functions in A0 and % is a complex
constant 0 < II < i Hence for g A0 equation (i.i) can be written as,n
Ly g. In order to apply the principal theorem of (i) the analytic solutions
of the conjugate system L*f 0 must be found. These solutions were calculated
for certain special cases in (i) and (2) and in (3) the author has proved that,
in the scalar case, every analytic solution of L*f 0 belongs to the Hardy
space H2. These results were obtained by showing that f is an analytic solution
li B(Ly f r) --0 for all y e AIof L*f 0 if and only if, for real r, r-- ,n
k
and then solving the latter equation or system for f. (B(g,h;z) k=E0 gk-hkZ
where g(z) and h(z) are n-vector functions analytic in D with power series
representations E k
k=O gkz
k
and E hkZ respectively. B(g,h;z) is sometimesk--0
called the Hadamard product of g and h and can also be represented in integral
form (see (5)). In this paper an explicit representation of the operator L*
will be given.
In (1.2) let A(z) zD, D a constant diagonal matrix with nonnegative integer
elements, and also let E(z)
-= 0. If f(z) is an n-vector function analytic at
z 0 with series representation E fjzjj--0 define the k-truncation of f, k an
integer, to be
k-1
(Tkf) (z) E fjzj,j--0 (1.3)
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In case k is a negative integer or zero, define (Tkf)(z) 0. Let Q be an nxn
diagonal matrix with integer elements, Q diag(ql,...,qn) and denote the vector
.., f2(z ) ..,fn Tcomponents of f(z) by superscripts i e f(z) (fl(z), ,. (z)) Then
define the Q-truncation of f to be
(TQf) (z) ((Tqlfl) (z),..., (Tqnfn) (z))T, (1.4)
Note that (Tkf)(z) (Tklf)(z). Finally, if G(z) is an nn matrix of functions
analytic at z 0, define (z) GT(z) (D l)zD-I, where D is as described
above. The following theorem give the representation of L*.
2. MAIN RESULTS.
THEOREM I. An n-vector function f(z), analytic at z 0, is a solution of
L*f 0 if and only if f(z) is a solution of
z If(z) (TD_if)(z)]’ + ()f(z) + cT( )f(Iz)
[ilk -kE (Tkf)(z)]z l [C (Tkf)(Iz)] (lz)-k 0.
kffil kffil
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that analytic solutions of both L*f 0
and (2.1) satisfy the same recursion formulas. Since f is an analytic solution
of L*f 0 if and only if f satisfies lim B(Ly,f;r) 0 for all y e A1r/l- n
the Hadamard product can be written in series form to yield one recursion formula,
and equation (2.1) yields the other when the series jffiE0 fjzj is substituted for
f(z). Equivalence is then obtained by straightforward vector-matrix algebra.
The next theorem, which can be proved in the same way as Theorem i, guar-
antees that, for the operator L, the second conjugate operator can be replaced
by the operator itself in Theorem 3.1 of (i).
THEOREM 2. The function y(z) e Al,n is a solution of L**y 0 if and only if
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y(z) is a solution of Ly 0.
Since every function in AI, also belongs to A0 n’ the operators L and L*
will act on the same set of functions if the domain of L* is restricted to those
members of A0,n* which are also members of Al,n. Deonte L* restricted in this
way by LR.* The following result is a corollary to Theorem i.
COROLLARY i. Let B(z) and C(z) be constant symmetric matrices and let
D I. Then LR L in the sense that a function is a solution of L f 0 if
and only if it is also a solution of Ly 0.
The next three corollaries of Theorem i deal with the type of singularity
possessed by Ly 0 and L*f 0 when B(z) and C(z) are constant matrices and
D dlag{dl,d2,...,dn}_ with d.1 0,i, or 2 for i l,...,n. In this case the
equations Ly 0 and L*f 0 have the forms
D
z y (z) + By(z) + Cy(kz) 0, (2.2)
21-Dfz ’(z) + BTf(z) + cTf(kz) 0, (2.3)
respectively. The term simple singularity will be used as defined in Hartman
(4), p. 73.
COROLLARY 2. Equation (2.2) has a simple singularity at z 0 if and only
if equation (2.3) has a simple singularity at z 0.
COROLLARY 3. z 0 is an ordinary point for equation (2.3) if and only if
D= 21.
COROLLARY 4. If z 0 is an ordinary point for equation (2.2) then z 0
is a nonsimple singularity for equation (2.3).
Let L* be expressed as L* + M, where and M are defined as follows:
21-Df, CT(z) + B()f(z) + (_(f)(z) z )f(kz),
-k T -k(Mf) (z)
-(TD_If (z) r. k(Tkf) (z)z r. Ck(rkf) (kz) (kz)
k=l k=l
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Note that in case B(z) and C(z) are constant matrices and di 0,i, or 2 then
L* and M 0. The following result is another corollary of Theorem i.
COROLLARY 5. If either B(z) or C(z) has at least one non-polynomial element,
then z 0 is an irregular singular point for the equation f 0.
PROOF. If the hypothesis of the corollary is satisfied, then either ()
cT( )or has an essential singularity at z 0. Hence z 0 is an irregular
singular point for f 0.
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